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Exploring Big Data and Data
Analytics with Hadoop and IDOL

Data is doubling every 12 to 18 months, accelerating the pace of innovation and time-to-value. The
vast majority of today’s data growth is driven by the creation of human-friendly information such
as documents, social content, video, audio, and images. Data growth is also accelerated by the
ubiquity of mobile devices, which gives you “always on” applications and users who demand anytime,
anywhere access to information.
Business leaders depend on all types of data to keep their business
working to its full potential, and IT professionals trained in Big Data
technologies are critical to their operations. This program provides a
foundational understanding of Big Data and a detailed review of the
industry-leading Micro Focus® IDOL search technology.

■ Understand key Big Data components currently used

This course is designed for Software Developers and Graduates looking
to start their career in

■ Understand fundamentals of the powerful and versatile

■ Big Data Analytics
■ Data Management
■ Data Science
■ Business Intelligence

Course Objectives
At the end of the course, you should be able to:
■ Understand the importance of Big Data in today’s

business environment
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in Enterprises
■ Understand, load, process, and extract structured and

unstructured data
■ Simplify Big Data processing

Micro Focus IDOL platform and lay a firm foundation for
the development of your IDOL knowledge

Prerequisites/Recommended Skills
To be successful in this course, you should have the following working
knowledge:
■ Windows
■ Linux
■ Java

Course Topics
Modules

Objectives

Module 1—Course Overview

  Identify the contents and objectives of the course
 Define the class schedules and class logistics

Module 2—Introduction to Big Data and Hadoop

  Discuss the lab environment details
  Identify and discuss the demand of Big Data
 Explain the basic concepts of Big Data
 Discussion on Hadoop

Module 3—Getting Started with Hadoop

 Identify the advantages of Hadoop
  List the steps to install the VMware Player
  List the steps to create a VM in VMware Player
  Explain how to use Oracle VirtualBox to open a VM

Module 4—Hadoop Architecture

  Explain how to start an existing Hadoop VM
  Discuss the use of Hadoop in commodity hardware
  Explain the various configurations and services of Hadoop
  Differentiate between regular file system and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)

Module 5—Hadoop Deployment

  Explain HDFS architecture
  Explain how to install Ubuntu Server 12.04 LTS for Hadoop
  Describe how to install and configure Hadoop

Module 6—Introduction to MapReduce

  Identify the steps to install and configure Hadoop in a cluster environment
  Explain the concepts of MapReduce
  List the steps to install Hadoop in Ubuntu machine

Module 7—Advanced HDFS and MapReduce

  Explain the roles of user and system
  Explain advanced HDFS and related concepts
  Identify the steps to decommission a DataNode
  Explain advanced MapReduce concepts

Module 8—Pig

  Describe the various joins in MapReduce
  Explain the concepts of Pig
  Demonstrate the installation of Pig engine

Module 9—Hive

  Explain the prerequisites for the preparation of environment for Pig Latin
  Describe Hive and its importance
  Explain Hive Architecture and its various components
  Identify the steps to install and configure Hive

Module 10—HBase

  Describe the basics of Hive programming
  Explain HBase architecture
  Describe the HBase data model
  Identify the steps to install HBase

Module 11—ZooKeeper, Sqoop, and Flume

  Explain how to insert data and query data from HBase
  Explain ZooKeeper and its role
  List the challenges faced in distributed processing
  Install and configure ZooKeeper
  Explain the concepts of Sqoop
  Install and configure Sqoop
  Explain the concept of Flume
  Configure and run Flume

Continued on the next page
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Modules

Objectives

Module 12—Ecosystem and Its Components

  Explain the Hadoop ecosystem structure

Module 13—Hadoop Administration, Troubleshooting and Security

  Describe the different components of Hadoop ecosystem and their roles
  Explain different configurations of the Hadoop cluster
  Identify different parameters for performance monitoring and performance tuning

Module 14—Micro Focus IDOL Overview

  Explain configuration of security parameters in Hadoop
  Define the class schedules and class logistics

Module 15—Installing the Lab Infrastructure

  Discuss the lab environment details
  Install and configure Connectors
  Install and configure CFS
  Install and configure IDOL

Module 16—Micro Focus IDOL Configuration

  Install and configure Retina
  Prepare IDOL for indexing or querying data
  Understand pre-indexing considerations

Module 17—File System Connector CFS Aggregation

  Learn to optimize the storage and performance of index
  Index data using the File System Connector
  Use the Connector Framework Server to ingest content

Module 18—Web Crawling Using HTTP Connector

  Use Lua scripts to fine-tune the aggregation process
  Understand the process of web crawling using the HTTP connector

Module 19—Manual Indexing

  Optimize the aggregation process to aggregate Internet or Intranet content
  Examine the IDOL index structure
  Learn to index IDX structured content
  Understand the communication between the connector and IDOL

Module 20—Indexing Native XML (Manual Indexing Commands)

  Best practices and methods for indexing content
  Understand the indexing process in detail

Module 21—Retrieval

  Manually index native XML into IDOL
  Query the IDOL engine

Module 22—Action Commands—Syntax

  Execute the queries using the HTTP Action commands
  Understand the HTTP Action syntax

Module 23—Customizing the Result Fields

  Examine a wide variety of Action commands and associated mandatory action parameters
  Configure IDOL for customizing result fields

Module 24—Using the Micro Focus IDOL ”Retina” Web Application

  Use the Retina Web Application
  Learn to create Channels, Agents, and profiles

Module 25—Backing up Micro Focus IDOL

  Learn to perform advanced retrieval operations
  Understand setting up IDOL backup process on-demand

Module 26—Exporting an Micro Focus IDOL Index

  Understand setting up IDOL backup process on a scheduled basis
  Understand best practice methods for IDOL maintenance procedures

Module 27—Setting up Parametric Search

  Configure and index data for parametric refinement using Retina’s parametric search

Module 28—Advanced Querying

  Configure and index data for parametric refinement using direct action commands
  Understand most effective retrieval methods to solve business-critical requirements

Module 29—Language Considerations

  Categorize content at the point of index
  Understand the workflow required to categorize content

Module 30—Language Considerations

  Create and build categories within a defined hierarchy
  Index content in multiple languages into IDOL
  Accurate processing of documents in different encodings
  Incorporate the Automatic Language Detection feature within IDOL

Continued on the next page
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Modules

Objectives

 odule 31—Aggregating content from a database using
M
ODBC Connector

  Index content from web

Module 32—Security—Intellectual Asset Protection System

  Index content from File System
  Aggregate content from a relational database using the ODBC Connector and CFS
  Understand IDOL Components
  Understand IDOL workflow

Module 33—Monitoring & Reporting

  Configure parameters for security
  Understand the role of IDOL License server
  License process for IDOL

Module 34—IDOL Admin Tool

  Understand Service Action Commands
  Introduction to the IDOL Admin Tool

Module 35—Distributed Handlers

  Enable the Distributed Index Handler

Module 36—Performance and Best Practice

  Enable the Distributed Action Handler
  Best Practices
  Suggestions for performance improvement

About Micro Focus
Micro Focus is a global software company with 40 years of experience
in delivering and supporting enterprise software solutions that help customers innovate faster with lower risk. By applying proven expertise in
software and security, we enable customers to utilize new technology

www.microfocus.com

solutions while maximizing the value of their investments in critical IT infrastructure and business applications. As a result, they can build, operate and secure the IT systems that bring together current business logic
and applications with emerging technologies–in essence, bridging the
old and the new–to meet their increasingly complex business demands.
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